Alcohol Research Opportunities –

The SDSU/UCSD T32 funded by NIAAA is now accepting applications for Postdoctoral Fellowships!

Our Focus:
- This fellowship is aimed at training entry level postdoctoral scientists interested in conducting research contributing to the understanding of the treatment, biological underpinnings and consequences of alcohol use disorders.
- Mentor-based training with alcohol research faculty including Drs. Edward Riley (Director), Susan Tapert (Co-Director), Robert Anthenelli, Kara Bagot, Sandra A. Brown, Mariana Chernar, Cindy Ehlers, Jay Giedd, Igor Grant, Joanna Jacobus, Terry Jernigan, Ksenija Marinkovic, Sarah Mattson, David Moore, Eileen Moore, Mark Myers, Sonya Norman, Marc Schuckit, Andrea Spadoni, Michael Taylor, Jennifer Thomas, Ryan Trim, Tamara Wall and Matt Worley.

Resources Provided:
- Up to 2 years of NIH-level postdoctoral stipend
- Health insurance contribution
- Travel funds to present at the annual Research Society on Alcoholism meeting

Eligibility:
- U.S. citizen or permanent resident
- Must have completed doctoral degree requirements before starting this fellowship

To Apply:
- Complete the application form at https://goo.gl/forms/HQFMgRTgpPfIxFmD2
- Submit your CV, personal statement and 3 references to vanderv@sdsu.edu
- Applications are being accepted NOW through January 14, 2019
- Appointments are available to start both immediately and in the fall of 2019
- Questions: Visit http://niaaa-t32.sdsu.edu/ or contact Jill Vander Velde vanderv@sdsu.edu